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Operator:
Welcome to Architecting the Cloud, part of the On Cloud Podcast, where we get real about Cloud Technology what works, what doesn't and 
why. Now here is your host Mike Kavis.

Mike Kavis:
Welcome to Deloitte’s Architecting the Cloud Podcast, I'm your host Mike Kavis and I am here in San Francisco on day three of the exciting 
Google Next Conference, and I'm here with Google's Product Manager for BigQuery, Tino Tereshko. And Tino, nice to meet you, I‘ve been 
following you on Twitter for a while, you may not remember but we chatted back and forth on a couple topics over the years, it was nice to 
meet you in person here. 

Tino Tereshko:
Yes, nice to meet you as well. 

Mike Kavis:
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Tino Tereshko: 
Thank you for not butchering my last name, you got it. 

Mike Kavis:
Well I practiced it a few times, and I still worry. Tell us a little bit about your background and then tell you what keeps you busy, Google these 
days? 

Tino Tereshko: 
It’s a great question, so my background is in mathematics, spent my time in finance, in my time (0:01:00) had a number of start-up’s before 
coming to Google. But now I really focus on Analytics, so I am one of the Product Managers on the BigQuery, focusing on large scale 
performance interoperability with open source things like that, and prior to coming back to the BigQuery team in April, I was the Big Data lead 
for Office of CTO. So kind of being the glue between the product engineering and our key strategic customers. 

Mike Kavis:
Nice, nice. So, what does it take to get ready for a big conference like this? 

Tino Tereshko: 
Great question, lots and lots of practice, lots of, lots of slides, lots of lots of meetings and reviews and so on and so forth. This is definitely the 
biggest time of the year for Product Managers; we have lots of launches to do, facilitate as well. And yes this is really an exciting event so far. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes I've been to a few this year, I think 30,000 people, wow! And so it is pretty impressive, lot of buzz. 

Tino Tereshko: 
Yes.

Mike Kavis:
But one of my favorite announcements and it just happens to be right up your alley was BigQuery ML, BigQuery Machine Learning. So without 
spoiling it for everyone (0:02:00) I will let you talk about what's that new announcement, and what does that really mean for the customer? 

Tino Tereshko: 
Yes, QML is probably the biggest announcement the BigQuery team has made this year. The QML has a really interesting use case, so there's 
really a small number of folks who are experts in Machine Learning, the intensive flow, deep little networks and those folks are tend to be 
quite busy. And but on the other side there is a whole lot of folks who know sequel, right analysts. And so there is kind of this dichotomy, right 
you either have Analyst who know sequel or folks who know deeply on networks and that’s the Advanced Machine Learning technologies. 
What we've learned for internally from having lots of Machine Learning Expertise at Google is that there needs to be a middle ground, and 
the middle ground is Machine Learning using plain old declarative sequel functions. So the use case there is for the typical analyst now they 
can run basic linear regression and classification models and (0:03:00) some of the other stuff. They don't need to become experts in really – 
these really complex technologies they can prototype with really high accuracy on various Machine Learning models. But it's also applicable 
for the experts from Machine Learning folks, because it's quite difficult to even prototype Machine Learning models. So internally at Google, 
there are similar technologies that allow you to essentially very quickly get the results, justify your time, understand what the problem is, 
and then if the things look very well, jump into intensive flow to do some more advanced stuff. So it kind of fits both use cases here, and so 
essentially the Query Machine Learning extends to be Query Sequel Language and execution of storage engines, who allow for some of 
these declarative Machine Learning models. So we have six functions that we've extended, the main was as you can think about is create 
model, when you essentially say create model based on this sequel Query and that's how you select the features, that's how you do feature 
engineering. And then you say I wanted to use this particular Machine Learning model (0:04:00) linear regression or classification and off you 
go, right. Just like with everything else in the Query we take care of a lot of the really difficult configuration and complexity right, we auto tune a 
lot of parameters and we’ve split up your test versus trained data and so on and so forth. So again really I try to bring Machine Learning to the 
masses essentially. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes, I don't remember the customer you guys had on stage but they showed an example of this in action and one customer trained a model 
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in 30 seconds and then it was running just normal Sequel against it and they were solving a major business problem and I've been around the 
block a while and unusually training a model can take months and get it into production, I kind of tweeted about it the other day, it can take six 
months to never, right. And here I'm watching a live demo of someone creating a model not knowing really anything about Machine Learning 
and then running queries and discovering stuff (0:05:00) I thought that was amazing. Lot of customers, everyone is talking Hybrid so you 
don't want to go deep in the stack. But how do you convince a customer that wants to be agnostic that you can save months and months and 
months, if you go native with this and get business value or you could try to build this yourself for the next year, how do you deal with it? 

Tino Tereshko: 
Yes, I think the folks that we tend to work with have thought about these types of problems, right and realize that we heard this from Spotify, 
Home Depot, from Yahoo, from Twitter, lots of organizations who have actually been around the block, they've written multiple databases 
themselves are inclusively choosing to be smarter with their investments and not to try to solve problems that have already been solved by 
someone else, right. So Spotify, for example they want to be in business of delighting their customers, they want to be in business of building 
a great product, to them – take on a record saying, they operate in data centers or even operate in databases, isn’t their core (0:06:00) 
competency, they don't want it to be the core competency, right. Delighting musical experiences should be their core competence, and so 
they essentially outsource that to great partners. And at this point the technologies that are out there that are provided by Google and other 
Google’s competitors are so much true and it provide such a high level of manageability and automation, it’s really difficult to try to replicate 
that on your own. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes, back in the day by 15 years ago I was working for a company in – it was mid-size company and we had, we’re doing grocery data from 
30,000 grocery stores and it wasn’t a relational problem so we were looking at solutions. So we built our own kind of Beowulf cluster right – it 
took five guys and a year but we did it and now I could do that same work in a day and just start writing a business, but I don’t have to do that 
work anymore, just unbelievable, so for someone who is done that work and look at an API like this it’s just mind-blowing. So throw that out 
there to people who are still contemplating whether they should use managed services or not. (0:07:00). So my next question is about choice 
right, there is –  first why are customers choosing Google for Big Data there is so much choice out there, there so many open source packages, 
so many priority  packages, why are your customers choosing Google for their Big Data needs? 

Tino Tereshko: 
That's a good question as well. But I think we've done of a lot of work to support the open source community. We've actually announced 
quite a number of updates to our managed to do buffering yesterday, and similarly we were contributing to open source for example, our Big 
Table team worked very closely with the HBase open source community to HBase to 1.0. The Big Table API, is actually HBase compatible, so 
there's a lot of great synergy with the open source community and Google Cloud platform, of course we contribute open source projects like 
TensorFlow, Kubernetes, Apache Beam, so on so forth. But when you start talking about the higher level services, folks are choosing Google 
for a couple reasons; one it's our strategy really is quite unique in the marketplace. Google (0:08:00) has a number of internal technologies, 
Drummel, Spanner, Big Table and so on so forth that are tested at Google scale tested for Google use cases. And the luxury that we have is 
the ability to just externalize these technologies. So when you are running on Big Table, you are running on top of Google's internal Big Table, 
when you are on a Spanner you're running on top of Google's internal Spanner, which is a quite a different strategy from potentially other 
vendors, who have to build cespoke tools, bespoke databases or they might have to make acquisitions or take open source and hide it behind 
APIs. So, from day zero essentially a lot of the technologies are battle proved and are quite mature, and our folks, our customers find that 
quite compelling. The other thing is we really focus on “ease of use”, a lot of our technologies like BigQuery is serverless, I hate to use the buzz 
word but it's applicable and that, it’s one of the only serverless database out there it completely abstracts away any resource semantics right. 
Since (0:09:00) then we've built resource semantics optionally for some folks who need those types of configurations and nobs for enterprise 
customers, but it's entirely optional for you to be able to get to that level. So as an anonymous user like you said, you can come to BigQuery 
load arbitrary amounts of data and start using that in minutes, right, so that's why they pick it out. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes, so next question, I saw a lot of good customer stories but you've been at this for a while, what is one of your favorite uses – you have seen 
a customer use your technology, what was one of those early that really stands out, that’s pretty cool.

Tino Tereshko: 
That’s an interesting one, so I think they have the luxury of having like really fun customers, like Spotify, Twitter, Yahoo and number of gaming 
companies, to me personally the favorite story is – but actually a researcher based at a Washington D.C. by the name of Kalev Leetaru, who 
runs GDELT which is a public data on BigQuery and BiqQuery has a public data set program where we host all kinds of data points and we 
make (0:10:00) them publicly available for export or for query. Well this gentlemen host the database called GDELT which is essentially a table 
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of all events that have happened throughout the history and the real time, that allows you to kind of map empathy, levels per country, map 
historical events and Kalev actually publishes something he calls the “Happiness Map” which kind of tells you what are the places that are 
really happy right now and he does that based on especially, news articles and the various things that are occurring in various geographies. 
So that one is probably my favorite, but as far as the impact goes, I'm really excited about the things with the healthcare industries doing 
with BigQuery, right. So we hear this all the time how difficult it is to work with DNA data and with large chunks of data and that really slows 
down the pace of development in traditional technologies, right. So when folks were jumping into BigQuery or the Google Technologies all of 
a sudden these highly valuable researchers are able to do things much faster, right which excites me for medical research and their ability to 
make impact that way (0:11:00). 

Mike Kavis:
And the self-service part of it I'm again my background, we’ve spent so much time just getting data to people, and like months and now it’s 
kind of this self-service model where people can go access data and get answers and create business value. 

Tino Tereshko:
Yes, yes people come to data, not the other way around. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes. 

Tino Tereshko: 
Which is why they are powerful, yes. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes, and good quote, I’m going to steal that one. Next question, so Hadoop came out 2004, I mean I met a lot of customers over the years and 
it seems like Hadoop is still one of the databases choice but Google has released so many other database, choices and options since then, 
just kind of curious and why Hadoop may still be one of the ones of choice and then how do you guys offer new solutions to customers but 
also allow people to bring whatever they have over and manage that?

Tino Tereshko:
Yes, yes, we don't want to tell folks how to run their infrastructure, right we want to give folks choice and there's a whole lot of companies 
that are running on top of there is a Hadoop technologies, right we don't want it (0:12:00) make a requirement for folks to completely rewrite 
everything and start from scratch. So there's a lot of use cases where folks want to keep Hadoop, but they want to take advantage of the 
broader benefits of cloud like scalability, performance, cost, efficiency, manageability. So we heavily invest in technologies that help you 
manage open source. So we have a managed Hadoop service, we actually have contributed to open source some of our fully managed 
services, so Google Cloud Dataflow, the execution engine behind this for the language was externalized as Apache B, right so it's kind of like 
high directional flow. The other reason to use Hadoop is I would say there are some aspects for some technologies inside of Hadoop like 
Spark, Sidekit, Pandis, that data scientists will appreciate the most. So a very popular use cases for folks to start at BigQuery and do some 
Analytics and feature preparation, feature engineering in BigQuery and then move that data into (0:13:00) like a local Spark environment to do 
some other deeper analysis, kind like the RSA as use case. 

Mike Kavis:
Right, cool. So last question here, you could probably only say so much but we're going to be here next year where do you think will be with 
BigQuery Machine Learning or maybe what are some of those key requests that you are hearing that maybe it will appear in the future, where 
is this stuff going?

Tino Tereshko: 
I think that the simple answer is a lot of stuff we announced is beta, and it's all going to making into GA over the next one, two, two to three 
quarters. But we really continue to be humbled by the various customers that we have. There is no one type of customer and no one type of 
use case, so we'll continue to encounter interesting patterns and so we continue to extend our platform ways that we didn't foresee in the 
past. So just the general maturity of the product and ability to support various use cases, just going to continue to evolve. But we have lots
of engineers, we have lots of ideas we are (0:14:00) continuing to push more real time, we're going to continue to push better tooling, better 
interoperability between the various Google Cloud platform services and open source of course. And we’ll continue to work with partners like
Tableau, like Looker, like Qlik, and our own bespoke tools like Sheets and Data Studio. And so we're really about offering our customers’ choice 
and making every single pattern as easy and as simple as possible to use. So right, we're continuing to invest BigQuery alone has well over 100 
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engineers right now, so there is -- that's a good problem to have right, lots of folks are doing lots of really interesting stuff. So I'm super excited 
about the future. 

Mike Kavis:
Cool and well as someone who's been to few of these it's just amazing to see progress over the years and I was amazed my first Google Next, 
and that was few years ago it just continues to amaze. 

Tino Tereshko:
Right, the first one we held was that I went to was at the Warfield right down the street and I think they had 300 people, now we’re five times 
larger than Google IO, like 26,000 - 30,000 folks attending covering all of Moscone it's really exciting to watch now. 

Mike Kavis:
Yeah, I remember (0:15:00) I think it was 2016 we were in a warehouse down there and now we're like in four different Moscone buildings it’s 
like running between I'm trying to catch the next session pretty awesome you probably outgrown in San Francisco, I will see in Vegas next 
time. 

Tino Tereshko: 
No, no, no, no we want to stay in San Francisco. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes, I don't need to go to Vegas any more either so. 

Tino Tereshko: 
I did love the Warhead -- the warehouse. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes, that was … 

Tino Tereshko:
That they had an interesting feel to it, I liked it. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes, it did. So where can we find you on Twitter? Follow you and also – where is the best place to go to read up and learn more about 
announcements and Architecture and decisions and stuff on this?

Tino Tereshko: 
Yes, of course. So you can find me on Twitter @thetinot please don't take anything I say on  Twitter seriously. I think in my bio it says don't 
take me seriously; right I like cats and whiskey. We have 100’s of sessions still going on today and tomorrow as well, I leave tomorrow. And all 
of them are showing up in YouTube, as we speak. So yesterday’s sessions are already up on YouTube, and there is lots of content you (0:16:00) 
can go check out. We also have several blogs for Data and Analytics Machine Leanings specifically to all of our announcements that are on our 
blog and we have lots of folks as well just on Twitter and on Hacker News that are having discussions with community. So yes we like talking to 
folks we like to – I personally like to be surprised and humbled by questions, because that's an opportunity for us to improve. 

Mike Kavis:
Good, thanks and folks check out those YouTube videos I'm going to check some out, because I couldn’t get into a lot of the sessions I wanted 
to, but I knew they'd be out there for us to see. So…

Tino Tereshko: 
I'll say one more thing that I forgot…

Mike Kavis:
 ...Sure.
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Tino Tereshko:
… to mention. We do of course for those who haven't tried GoCloud platform, right, we – if you go to cloud.google.com/free we do offer free 
$300 coupon for using any way you want for 12 months that’s an asterisk I think. And BigQuery specifically has a perpetual free tier, so you 
can store 10 gigabytes of data in BigQuery for free, perpetually and Query a terabyte of data per month for free as well. 

Mike Kavis:
Yes, where is those (0:17:00) all those public data sets if you want to play with BigQuery go grab a public data set where can we find those? 

Tino Tereshko:
Yes, so they are available, so we have a public side portal that we've worked with Looker to kind of build some nice real dashboards, nice 
sample insights from these public data sets. But they really are available inside of BigQuery specifically, right so our storage engine just has a 
little set of public data sets listed there right on the bottom left. 

Mike Kavis:
Very, cool well. We look forward to next year and maybe we will do this again next year. 

Tino Tereshko: 
Yes, thanks for having me again, Mike. 

Mike Kavis:
Alright, take care. 

Tino Tereshko:
Cheers.

Operator:
Thank you for listening to Architecting the Cloud part of the On Cloud Podcast with Mike Kavis connect with Mike on Twitter, LinkedIn and 
visit the Deloitte On Cloud Blog at deloitte.com/US/deloitte-on-cloud-blog. Be sure to rate and review the show on your favorite Podcast App. 
(0:18:00)
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